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Abstract: We revisit the membrane paradigm calculations of the holographic shear vis-
cosity tensor of strongly coupled isotropic plasmas with Einstein gravity dual by empha-
sizing the fact which was overlooked in the previous literatures that the shear viscosity is
a fourth-rank tensor. Using the membrane paradigm we show that depending on whether
the holographic shear viscosity tensor to entropy density ratio is η
j
i
j
i
s or
ηjiji
s or
ηjiji
s ,
we can derive three distinct formulae for the holographic shear viscosity tensor to entropy
density ratios given explicitly in terms of the background metric gij . We find that the
widely studied η
j
i
j
i
s holographic shear viscosity tensor to entropy density ratio takes the
universal value 14pi for isotropic background metric gij but
ηjiji
s and
ηjiji
s holographic shear
viscosity tensor to entropy density ratios take non-universal values which depend on the
details of the isotropic background metric gij .
Keywords: AdS-CFT Correspondence, Gauge-gravity correspondence, Holography and
quark-gluon plasmas
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1 Introduction
At the center of the application of AdS/CFT techniques [1–3] for calculating the transport
coefficients of strongly coupled plasmas [4–6] is the holographic (Kovtun-Son-Starinets)
shear viscosity bound which was conjectured by Kovtrun, Son, and Starinets [7] after
observing the fact that the shear viscosity to entropy density ratio takes the universal
value 14pi for large class of strongly coupled isotropic quark-gluon plasmas with Einstein
(second-derivative) gravity duals [8]. No violation of the bound has been found so far in its
regime of validity, i.e., isotropic and Einstein gravity, even though, violation of the bound
has been found in anisotropic systems [10–13] and higher-derivative gravities [14, 15]. In
addition, non-universal values have been found in other anisotropic systems [16, 17].
In this paper we comment on the possibility of finding non-universal holographic shear
viscosity to entropy density ratios in strongly coupled isotropic plasmas with Einstein
(second-derivative) gravity duals. Our key observation comes from the fact that the bound-
ary energy-momentum tensor operators Tµν , Tµν , and T
µ
ν have different sources in the
bulk (i.e., the boundary values of the metric perturbations hµν , h
µν , and hµ
ν , respectively,
which satisfy different equations of motion in the bulk) hence the two-point functions
〈TµνTµν〉, 〈TµνTµν〉, and 〈Tµ νTµ ν〉 and the corresponding shear viscosity tensors ηj i j i,
ηjiji, and ηjiji, respectively, that we’ll extract from them using the Kubo’s formulae
ηijij = lim
ω→0
1
2ω
∫
dtdxeiωt〈[T ij(x), T ij(0)]〉, (1.1)
ηijij = lim
ω→0
1
2ω
∫
dtdxeiωt〈[Tij(x), Tij(0)]〉, (1.2)
ηi j
i
j = lim
ω→0
1
2ω
∫
dtdxeiωt〈[T i j(x), T i j(0)]〉, (1.3)
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(where the indices i, j stand for the spatial coordinates x, y, z, and i 6= j) are different.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we write down the effective actions
and corresponding equations of motion for the metric perturbations hxy, h
xy, and hx y.
In section 3, we use the membrane paradigm to calculate the holographic shear viscosity
tensor to entropy density ratios η
xyxy
s ,
ηxyxy
s , and
ηx y x y
s in terms of the isotropic background
metric gij . We find that
ηxyxy
s and
ηxyxy
s are non-universal and depend on the details of
the isotropic background metric gij unlike
ηx y x y
s which always take the universal value
1
4pi
independent of the isotropic background metric gij used.
In section 4, we apply the general formulae derived in section 3 for the holographic
shear viscosity tensor to entropy density ratios η
xyxy
s ,
ηxyxy
s , and
ηx y x y
s to the N = 4
super-Yang-Mills, ABJM, and (2,0) superconformal plasmas on flat spaces, and show that
the non-universal ones η
xyxy
s and
ηxyxy
s depend explicitly on the temperature T and AdS
radius R. And, we argue that due to their dependence on the AdS radius R which has no
physical interpretation for gauge theories on flat spaces, the non-universal shear viscosity
to entropy density ratios η
xyxy
s and
ηxyxy
s should be discarded as unphysical. However, we
point out that, even though, the non-universal shear viscosity to entropy density ratios
ηxyxy
s and
ηxyxy
s have no physical meaning for gauge theories on flat spaces, they might still
have some physical implications for gauge theories on compact spaces (like spheres with
radius R).
2 Actions and equations of motion
The Einstein-Hilbert action
Sbulk = − 1
2κ2
∫
d5x
√−g R, (2.1)
after an expansion to second order in the gravitational fluctuation gµν → gµν+hµν becomes
[20]
Sbulk = −1
4
1
2κ2
∫
d5x
√−g(gµνgλρgστ∂µhλσ(x, u)∂νhρτ (x, u)−1
2
gµν∂µh(x, u)∂νh(x, u)−2Rλρστhλσhρτ ),
(2.2)
where the gravitational coupling 1
2κ2
= 116piG , h ≡ gµνhµν and Rλρστ is the Riemann
curvature tensor constructed out of the background metric gµν which has horizon at u = 1
and boundary at u = 0.
And, by choosing a gauge at which h = 0, considering only the transversal component
hxy(t, z, u), and keeping only the kinetic terms, the action (2.2) simplifies to
Sbulk1 =
∫
d5xL1 = −1
2
1
2κ2
∫
d5x
√−ggµµgxxgyy∂µhxy(t, z, u)∂µhxy(t, z, u), (2.3)
which can also be written as
Sbulk2 =
∫
d5xL2 = −1
2
1
2κ2
∫
d5x
√−ggµµgxxgyy∂µhxy(t, z, u)∂µhxy(t, z, u), (2.4)
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and
Sbulk3 =
∫
d5xL3 = −1
2
1
2κ2
∫
d5x
√−ggµµgxxgyy∂µhyx(t, z, u)∂µhyx(t, z, u). (2.5)
It’s easy to see from (2.5) that for isotropic spacetime, where gxxgyy = 1, Sbulk3 is similar
to an effective action for a scalar field φ3 = h
y
x with constant gravitational coupling
1
2κ2
while from (2.3) and (2.4) we see that (2.3) and (2.4) are similar to effective actions for
scalar fields φ1 = hxy and φ2 = h
xy with u dependent effective couplings 1
2κ2
gxx(u)gyy(u)
and 1
2κ2
gxx(u)gyy(u), respectively.
Varying the above bulk actions (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) give us the equations of motion
for the gravitational fluctuations hxy(t, z, u), h
xy(t, z, u) and hyx(t, z, u), respectively, as
∂µ(
√−ggµµgxxgyy∂µhxy(t, z, u)) = 0, (2.6)
∂µ(
√−ggµµgxxgyy∂µhxy(t, z, u)) = 0, (2.7)
and
∂µ(
√−ggµµgxxgyy∂µhyx(t, z, u)) = 0. (2.8)
3 Membrane paradigm
Integrating by parts the bulk actions (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5), and using the corresponding
equations of motion (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8), we’ll be left with the on-shell boundary actions
Son−shell1 = −SB1[], (3.1)
Son−shell2 = −SB2[], (3.2)
and
Son−shell3 = −SB3[], (3.3)
where the boundary actions at u = , SB1[], SB2[], and SB3[], are given by
SB1[] = −1
2
1
2κ2
∫
u=
d4x
√−gguugxxgyyhxy(t, z, u)∂uhxy(t, z, u), (3.4)
SB2[] = −1
2
1
2κ2
∫
u=
d4x
√−gguugxxgyyhxy(t, z, u)∂uhxy(t, z, u), (3.5)
and
SB3[] = −1
2
1
2κ2
∫
u=
d4x
√−gguugxxgyyhyx(t, z, u)∂uhyx(t, z, u). (3.6)
Then, by imposing the boundary conditions that the conjugate momenta in the bulk Πuxy =
∂L1
∂∂uhxy
or Πuxy =
∂L2
∂∂uhxy
or Πux y =
∂L3
∂∂uh
y
x
should be equal to the momentum currents
T xy = δSB1δhxy or Txy =
δSB2
δhxy or T
x
y =
δSB3
δhyx
, respectively, at the boundary or at any other
hypersurface at u = , we can calculate the corresponding momentum currents as
T xy =
δSB1
δhxy
=
∂L1
∂∂uhxy
= − 1
2κ2
√−gguugxxgyy∂uhxy(t, z, u), (3.7)
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Txy =
δSB2
δhxy
=
∂L2
∂∂uhxy
= − 1
2κ2
√−gguugxxgyy∂uhxy(t, z, u), (3.8)
and
T x y =
δSB3
δhyx
=
∂L3
∂∂uh
y
x
= − 1
2κ2
√−gguugxxgyy∂uhyx(t, z, u). (3.9)
According to the membrane paradigm [8, 9], in order to evaluate the shear viscosities,
it’s enough to evaluate the conjugate momenta Πuxy, Πuxy and Π
ux
y at the horizon u = 1
where we can use the Eddington-Finklestein coordinate v defined by
dv = dt−
√
guu
−gttdu = 0, (3.10)
to re-write
∂uhxy(t, z, u) =
√
guu
−gtt∂thxy(t, z, u), (3.11)
∂uh
xy(t, z, u) =
√
guu
−gtt∂th
xy(t, z, u), (3.12)
and
∂uh
y
x(t, z, u) =
√
guu
−gtt∂th
y
x(t, z, u). (3.13)
Therefore, the momentum currents or conjugate momenta (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9) at the
horizon u = 1 become
T xy = − 1
2κ2
√
gxx(1)gyy(1)gzz(1)g
xx(1)gyy(1)∂thxy(t, z, u = 1), (3.14)
Txy = − 1
2κ2
√
gxx(1)gyy(1)gzz(1)gxx(1)gyy(1)∂th
xy(t, z, u = 1), (3.15)
and
T x y = − 1
2κ2
√
gxx(1)gyy(1)gzz(1)g
xx(1)gyy(1)∂th
y
x(t, z, u = 1). (3.16)
Since, we can write the momentum currents (or the response for a change in hxy(t, z, u = 1)
or hxy(t, z, u = 1) or hyx(t, z, u = 1)) in terms of the shear viscosities ηxyxy, ηxyxy, and η
x
y
x
y
as (see for example [19])
T xy = −ηxyxy∂thxy(t, z, u = 1), (3.17)
Txy = −ηxyxy∂thxy(t, z, u = 1), (3.18)
and
T x y = −ηx y x y∂thyx(t, z, u = 1), (3.19)
we can compare (3.17), (3.18), and (3.19) with (3.14), (3.15), and (3.16), respectively, to
infer that
ηxyxy =
1
2κ2
√
gxx(1)gyy(1)gzz(1)g
xx(1)gyy(1), (3.20)
ηxyxy =
1
2κ2
√
gxx(1)gyy(1)gzz(1)gxx(1)gyy(1), (3.21)
and
ηx y
x
y =
1
2κ2
√
gxx(1)gyy(1)gzz(1)g
xx(1)gyy(1). (3.22)
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Finally, since the entropy density s = SV is given by
s =
1
4G
A
V
=
1
4G
√
gxx(1)gyy(1)gzz(1), (3.23)
the shear viscosity to entropy densities η
xyxy
s ,
ηxyxy
s and
ηx y x y
s become
ηxyxy
s
=
4G
2κ2
gxx(1)gyy(1) =
1
4pi
gxx(1)gyy(1), (3.24)
ηxyxy
s
=
4G
2κ2
gxx(1)gyy(1) =
1
4pi
gxx(1)gyy(1), (3.25)
and
ηx y
x
y
s
=
4G
2κ2
gxx(1)gyy(1) =
1
4pi
gxx(1)gyy(1), (3.26)
where we used 2κ2 = 16piG to get the last lines. Equations (3.24), (3.25), and (3.26) are the
main results of this paper. And, one can immediately see that for isotropic spacetime where
gxx(1)gyy(1) = 1,
ηx y x y
s takes the universal value
1
4pi but
ηxyxy
s and
ηxyxy
s are non-universal
and depend on the details of the bulk metric gij .
4 Applications
We’ll use the equations (3.24), (3.25), and (3.26) in order to calculate the shear viscosity to
entropy density ratios η
xyxy
s ,
ηxyxy
s , and
ηx y x y
s of the strongly coupled N = 4 super-Yang-
Mills (SYM), ABJM, and (2,0) superconformal plasmas.
4.1 D3-branes
The supergravity dual to strongly coupled N = 4 SYM living on the 4-dimensional world
volume of Nc D3-branes is studied in asymptotically AdS5 bulk spacetime [8]
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν =
pi2T 2R2
u
(−f(u)dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2)+ R2
4f(u)u2
du2 , (4.1)
where T = r0
piR2
is the Hawking temperature, R4 = λ`4s, λ = g
2
YMNc is the ’t Hooft coupling,
we’ve introduced u = r20/r
2, f(u) = 1 − u2, the horizon corresponds to u = 1, and the
boundary to u = 0.
Using (4.1) in (3.24), (3.25), and (3.26), we find that
ηxyxy
s
=
1
4pi
gxx(1)gyy(1) =
1
4pi
1
(piTR)4
≥ 1
4pi
, (4.2)
ηxyxy
s
=
1
4pi
gxx(1)gyy(1) =
1
4pi
(piTR)4 ≤ 1
4pi
, (4.3)
and
ηx y
x
y
s
=
1
4pi
gxx(1)gyy(1) =
1
4pi
, (4.4)
where we used the fact that piTR ≤ 1 in the extremal limit r0 ≤ R. We see that η
x
y
x
y
s takes
the universal value 14pi as expected but
ηxyxy
s and
ηxyxy
s are non-universal and depend on
– 5 –
both the temperature T and some length scale R which doesn’t have any physical meaning
in N = 4 SYM plasma on flat space. So, for N = 4 SYM plasma on flat space, the correct
choice for the shear viscosity to entropy density ratio must be the one independent of R
which is the universal one
ηx y x y
s (4.4) but in other boundary theories where R has physical
meaning, like N = 4 SYM plasma on a sphere of radius R, the non-universal ones ηxyxys
and
ηxyxy
s might play a bigger role and be identified as the correct shear viscosities.
4.2 M2-branes
The gravity dual to strongly coupled ABJM plasma living on the 3-dimensional world
volume of N M2-branes is studied in asymptotically AdS4 bulk spacetime [8]
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν =
(23)
2pi2T 2R2
u4
(−f(u)dt2 + dx2 + dy2)+ R2
f(u)u2
du2 , (4.5)
where T =
r20
2
3
piR3
is the Hawking temperature, R6 = 12pi
2N`6p is the radius of the AdS4
space, `p is Planck’s length, u = r0/r, f(u) = 1 − u6, the horizon corresponds to u = 1,
and the boundary to u = 0.
So, using (4.5) in (3.24), (3.25), and (3.26), we find that
ηxyxy
s
=
1
4pi
gxx(1)gyy(1) =
1
4pi
1
(23piTR)
4
≥ 1
4pi
, (4.6)
ηxyxy
s
=
1
4pi
gxx(1)gyy(1) =
1
4pi
(
2
3
piTR)4 ≤ 1
4pi
, (4.7)
and
ηx y
x
y
s
=
1
4pi
gxx(1)gyy(1) =
1
4pi
, (4.8)
where we used the fact that 23piTR ≤ 1 in the extremal limit r0 ≤ R. And, similar to the
N = 4 SYM plasma on flat space, the physical choice for the shear viscosity of the ABJM
plasma on flat space should be
ηx y x y
s .
4.3 M5-branes
The gravity dual to strongly coupled (2,0) superconformal plasma living on the 6-dimensional
world volume of N M5-branes is studied in asymptotically AdS7 bulk spacetime [8]
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν =
16
9 pi
2T 2R2
u
(−f(u)dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2 + dw2 + dv2)+ R2
f(u)u2
du2 ,
(4.9)
where T =
r
1
2
0
4
3
piR
3
2
is the Hawking temperature, R3 = 8pi2N`3p is the radius of the AdS7
space, `p is Planck’s length, u = r0/r, f(u) = 1 − u6, the horizon corresponds to u = 1,
and the boundary to u = 0.
So, using (4.9) in (3.24), (3.25), and (3.26), we find that
ηxyxy
s
=
1
4pi
gxx(1)gyy(1) =
1
4pi
1
(43piTR)
4
≥ 1
4pi
, (4.10)
– 6 –
ηxyxy
s
=
1
4pi
gxx(1)gyy(1) =
1
4pi
(
4
3
piTR)4 ≤ 1
4pi
, (4.11)
and
ηx y
x
y
s
=
1
4pi
gxx(1)gyy(1) =
1
4pi
, (4.12)
where we used the fact that 43piTR ≤ 1 in the extremal limit r0 ≤ R. And, similar to the
N = 4 SYM and ABJM plasmas on flat space, the physical choice for the shear viscosity
of the (2,0) superconformal theory on flat space should be
ηx y x y
s .
5 Conclusion
We’ve revisited the holographic calculations of the shear viscosity tensor to entropy density
ratios of strongly coupled isotropic plasmas and have found that
ηx y x y
s (3.26) takes the
universal value 14pi while
ηxyxy
s (3.24) and
ηxyxy
s (3.25) are non-universal and depend on the
details of the background metric gij .
We’ve also applied the formulae for η
xyxy
s (3.24) and
ηxyxy
s (3.25) to strongly coupled
N = 4 SYM (4.2)(4.3), ABJM (4.6)(4.7), and (2,0) superconformal (4.10)(4.11) plasmas
on flat spaces and have found that they depend explicitly on the temperature T and radius
R of the AdS spacetime.
The AdS radius R has no physical meaning for the superconformal gauge theories on
flat spaces hence η
xyxy
s and
ηxyxy
s can be discarded as unphysical. However, when the gauge
theories live on compact spaces like spheres with radius R (which is also the radius R of the
AdS spacetime), η
xyxy
s and
ηxyxy
s can be considered physical and their physical implications
for the strongly coupled isotropic plasmas on compact spaces (like spheres with radius R)
should be investigated further in the future, as we’ll in [21].
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